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1. The question of using optical discs as data carriers for the exchange of 
patent documents between industrial property offices had been considered by 
the PCT Committee for Technical Cooperation (PCT/CTC) at its fifteenth 
session, held from June 3 to 11, 1993. Discussions were based on a letter 
submitted by the Swedish Patent and Registration Office and contained in 
document PCT/CTC/XV/3 concerning the intention of the Canadian Intellectual 
Property Office to produce in 1994 a CD-ROM containing bibliographic data, 
abstracts, disclosures, claims and drawings of Canadian laid-open applications 
and patents and to replace with that CD-ROM all materials presently provided 
to other industrial property offices, including the Canadian non-priority 
patent documents which form part of the PCT minimum documentation under 
Rule 34.1(c)(vi) of the PCT Regulations. 

2. The PCT/CTC agreed that, because of the implications of using optical 
discs as data carriers for the exchange of patent documents between industrial 
property offices in general, this matter deserved broader attention and 
requested the International Bureau to inform the Executive Coordination 
Committee of the Permanent Committee on Industrial Property Information 
(PCIPI) of the situation described in the previous paragraph with the 
intention of creating an appropriate task in the PCIPI working program for the 
1994-95 biennium (see paragraphs 18 and 19 of document PCT/CTC/XV/4). 

3. At its twelfth session, held in June 1993, the PCIPI Executive 
Coordination Committee (PCIPI/EXEC) discussed the above-mentioned matter and 
decided to include the following new Task in its working program: "Study the 
question of data carriers to be used for the exchange, between offices, of 
patent documents and make recommendations to the [PCIPI Executive 
Coordination] Committee." 
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4. The Task had been dealt with by the PCIPI Working Group on General 
Information (PCIPI/GI) and the activities undertaken are reflected in project 
file PCIPI/P 980/93, and particularly in the analysis contained in Annex 32 to 
that project file. 

5. Following discussions on the results of the respective investigation 
carried out by the PCIPI/GI, the PCIPI/EXEC agreed on the following 
conclusions (excerpt from document PCIPI/EXEC/XIV/5): 

30. "(a) a great number of offices are not in favor of limiting, for the 
time being, the data carriers for exchange purposes to CD-ROM; 

"(b) almost all offices rely on a classified set of paper copies for 
their search files; 

"(c) the use of CD-ROM as a data carrier for the exchange of patent 
documents is to be welcomed as providing a useful means of maintaining 
numerical collections in many circumstances. However, if bilaterally 
agreed upon, it should be supplemented by paper as a data carrier for the 
purposes of maintaining paper search files and of maintaining those 
numerical collections which presently exist in paper form and where 
CD-ROM is not a convenient alternative; 

"(d) it is essential that any data carrier used for the exchange 
provide a means whereby the office receiving such data can quickly 
identify and reproduce economically the required patent documents to 
maintain a systematic search collection; 

"(e) with respect to the so-called "sorted-out collections" under 
Rute 34.l(c)(vi) of the PCT Regulations, it is essential that any data 
carrier, other than paper, used in the exchange between offices enable 
each International Searching Authority to quickly identify, on the 
received data carrier, those patent documents referred to under the said 
Rule 34.1(c)(vi). The use of data carriers other than paper should be 
agreed upon between offices bilaterally; 

"(f) in order to avoid a further proliferation of different formats 
of data carriers used for the exchange between offices, it is desirable 
to elaborate a new WIPO standard to provide guidance to industrial 
property offices concerning the use of data carriers for the exchange of 
patent documents; such a standard would specify the data carriers to be 
used. 

"31. The Committee noted a growing concern expressed by a great number 
of offices that the use of CD-ROM as a data carrier for the exchange of 
patent documents would result in a shifting of burdens, in particular, 
printing costs for the maintenance of search files, to the offices 
receiving the documents on such a data carrier, and, consequently, 
emphasized the importance of continuing the exchange of patent documents 
between offices in paper form. 

"32. As regards the recommendation by the PCIPI/GI to create a new task 
for the elaboration-of a WIPO standard concerning data carriers for the 
exchange of patent documents, the Committee decided to consider 
Task No. G-15 completed and to include the following new Task in the 
revised PCIPI working program for the 1994-95 biennium: 
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Elaborate a WIPO standard which should provide 
guidance to industrial property offices 
concerning data carriers for the exchange of 
patent documents 

and to assign the Task to the ad hoc Working Group on the Management of 
Industrial Property Information (hereinafter referred to as "the 
PCIPI/MI"). Due to the urgency of the matter, the Committee instructed 
the PCIPI/MI to give priority attention to that Task. 

"33. Taking into account that the question of using optical discs as 
data carriers for the exchange of patent documents between offices had 
been considered by the PCT Committee for Technical Cooperation 
(hereinafter referred to as "the PCT/CTC") (see document PCT/CTC/XV/4, 
paragraphs 18 to 20), the Committee requested the International Bureau to 
inform the PCT/CTC of the conclusions outlined in paragraphs 30 to 32, 
above." 

6. · With respect to Task No. M-8 (see project file PCIPI/P 994/94), the 
attention of the PCT/CTC is drawn to the results of the fifteenth session of 
the PCIPI/MI which was held in Washington, D.C., from March 13 to 17, 1995. 
At that session, the PCIPI/MI approved the text of the Draft Statement of 
Principles Concerning the Changeover to Electronic Data Carriers for the 
Exchange of Patent Documents and further agreed to elaborate the Annex to this 
Statement dealing with technical guidelines concerning CD-ROM in an attempt to 
approve it at the sixteenth session of the PCIPI/MI and to recommend to the 
PCIPI/EXEC to finally adopt the above-mentioned Statement of Principles 
together with the Annex. For easy reference, the report of that session 
(document PCIPI/MI/XV/2) is enclosed with this document. 

7. The PCT Committee for Technical 
Cooperation is invited to take note of 
the information given above. 

[Annex follows] 
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I. The ad hoc Working Group on the Management of Industrial Property Information (hereinafter 
referred to as "the Working Group") of the WIPO Permanent Committee on Industrial Property Information. 
held its fifteenth session in Washington, D.C., from March 13 to 17, 1995. 

2. The following members of the Working Group were represented at the session: Australia, Canada, 
Czech Republic, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Hungary, Japan, Mexico, Netherlands, Norway, 
Poland, Portugal, Russian Federation, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, United Kingdom, United 
States of America and the European Patent Office (EPO} (22). The Patent Documentation Group (PDG) 
and the publishers of the journal "World Patent Information" were represented by observers. The list of 
participants appears in Annex I to this report. 

3. The session was opened by Mrs. M. Lyon (France), Chairman of the Working Group, and 
Mr. Y.Takagi (WIPO) welcomed the participants on behalfofthe Director General ofWIPO. 

4. Mr. W. Guy (WIPO) acted as Secretary ofthe session. 

5. Mr. L. Goffney, Assistant Commissioner for Patents, made an opening address on behalf of the United 
States Patent and Trademark Office. 

ADOPTION OF THE AGENDA 
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6. The Working Group unanimously adopted the agenda, which appears as Annex 11 to this report. 

CONCLUSIONS, DISCUSSiONS AND DECISIONS 

1. As decided by the Governing Bodies ofWIPO at their tenth series of meetings (see document 
ABfX/32, paragraphs 51 and 52), held from September 24 to October 2, 1979, the report of this session 
reflects only the conclusions (decisions, recommendations, opinions, etc.} ofthe Working Group and does 
not, in particular, reflect the statements made by any participants, except where any reservation in respect 
of any specific conclusion of the Working Group was made or repeated after the conclusion was arrived at. 

PRESENTATIONS BY THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE OF, AND 
GUIDED VISIT TO, ITS COMPUTERIZED OPERATIONS 

8. The Delegation of the United States Patent and Trademark Office (hereinafter referred to as the 
"USPTO"), made a number of presentations using audiovisual aids. These included practical 
demonstrations featuring the USAPat CD-ROM and a pilot product of the First Page Database CD-ROM 
using MIMOSA software. Project work being undertaken relating to Patents and Publishing on the 
Internet was also described and a live demonstration given using a dial-in connection to the Internet. 
Internet databases featured included general information on the US PTO and the system of the AIDS 
Patents Project which was developed as a cooperative project of the USPTO and the Center for Networked 
Information Discovery and Retrieval (CNIDR) to make freely available through a World Wide Web server 
AIDS-related patents published by the USPTO, the Japanese Patent Office and the European Patent 
Office. A searchable demonstration database of 18,000 US, European, and Japanese Patent Abstracts and 
integrated clipped images physically located in North Carolina was also demonstrated. Connection was 
made to World Wide Web servers in Japan, Europe and the United States of America. A guided visit to 
the USPTO's computerized operations enabled the Working Group to have a closer look at the handling of 
the Automated Patent System (APS) and the Foreign Patent Access System (FP AS). 

ELABORATION OF A WIPO STANDARD CONCERNING DATA CARRIERS FOR THE 
EXCHJ\NGE OF PATENT DOCUMENTS (ELABORATION OF A WIPO "STATEMENT OF 
PRINCIPLES" CONCERNING THE CHANGEOVER TO ELECTRONIC DATA CARRIERS FOR 
THE EXCHANGE OF PATENT DOCUMENTS} (Project P 994) 

9. The International Bureau opened the discussion by outlining the background to the project as 
contained in project file PCIPIIP 994/94 and the decision to hold this special meeting in Washington, D.C., 
to determine the Statement of Principles to govern the changeover to electronic data carriers for the 
exchange of patent documents. 
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I 0. There followed a general discussion on the subject with delegates recording that there were 
advantages and disadvantages associated with such a changeover. Various factors that were of concern to 
them were mentioned. These included the documentation needs of receiving offices, transfer of costs, the 
question of the frequency of publication, whether the Statement ofPrinciples should cover documents other 
than patent documents and whether or not to limit the data carrier to CD-ROM, and the difficulties in 
maintaining classified files if documents were not available in paper form. It was considered that in a 
number of cases appropriate standards had not been followed and offices were currently faced with having 
to handle several types of CD-ROM. Compatibility was also a major concern when considering a change in 
data carriers. It was important to ensure that new machines could handle the old carriers and also old 
machines the new carriers. Reservations were expressed in respect of the year by which the changeover to 
electronic data carrier was to be achieved. The problems of library access were aJso a concern. There was 
need of a classified file for library use also as well as for search purposes. 

I I. The Delegation of the EPO suggested that the problems cited were of a short to medium-term nature; 
there were no long-term problems. Standardization problems would disappear with MIMOSA MIMOSA 
would work in the environments which were widely supported, e.g., WINDOWS, and on commonly 
available hardware. The cost of maintenance of paper classified collections was also being addressed. This 
maintenance cost comprised both printing and filing costs. New printing facilities from BACON Numerical 
Service (BNS) would provide for printing of patent documents in classified order according to either the 
IPC or ECLA. Clerical sorting requirements which accounted for a major part of filing costs would no 
longer be necessary. The EPO would provide this printing facility for its member States. Printing costs of 
the order ofDM 55,000 per million pages could be achievable by the system the EPO was planning to 
introduce. 

12. The Delegation ofthe United States of America considered that the problem of compatibility was, to 
some extent, obviated by adherence to the ISO 9660 Standard. The opportunities to be achieved from the 
use of CD-ROM and other electronic media were being realized today and offices should begin to talk 
about how best to use them. On the question of cost sharing to assist other offices in the changeover to 
electronic media they could not consider a direct sharing of costs. However by investing in the 
development of new software to provide improved functions, for example, to support improved retrievaJ 
and printing of documents, providing offices were making assistance available to receiving offices. 

I 3. The Delegation of Japan was in favor of the principles expressed in the draft proposal although some 
points needed to be clarified. Cost sharing could not be considered as a direct transfer of costs from 
providing offices to receiving offices. The providing offices could assist, however, by financing the 
development of software to ensure, e.g., high printing capability and compatibility in the handling of current 
and future products which would be delivered by them. 

14. The Delegation of Japan went on to announce a new CD-ROM product, which covered both frontfile 
and backfile, Patent Abstracts of Japan (PAl}, to be issued in April 1995. This product would be the first 
use of MIMOSA software which was eo-procured by the Trilateral Offices and was expected to be 
available to other offices in the near future. Improved utility was offered by the availability of an index 
together with full text search capability, which was not available in paper form, and excellent search 
facilities were provided. The Delegation of Japan considered that wide dissemination of MIMOSA 
software could contribute to solving the problem of compatibility. 
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15. The Working Group then proceeded to discuss the coverage ofthe document and the structure that it 
should take. Some delegations were keen to limit the document to CD-ROM only while others were keen 
to expand the document to include other media and carriers. The International Bureau proposed that the 
document should be structured to allow the technical requirements of particular electronic data carriers, for 
example CD-ROM, to be included as Appendices with the main body of the text being addressed to 
electronic data carriers as a whole. The Working Group agreed to this proposed structure and proceeded 
to discuss the contents of each section using the International Bureau's draft proposal as included in 
Annex 16 of project file PCIPIIP 994/94 as a guide. During the discussion a number of additions and 
changes were proposed which are reflected in the approved draft text of the Statement of Principles which 
is included as Annex Ill to this report. 

16. The Working Group then proceeded to discuss the elements to be further expanded under the 
headings (a) to (i) ofthe Annex to the International Bureau's draft proposal (see Annex 16 to project file 
PCIPIIP 994/94) which would cover the specific technical guidelines relating to CD-ROM. 

17. The Working Group agreed to make reference to all relevant WIPO Standards, in particular, ST. 32, 
33, 40 and 50. In this connection it was proposed that the International Bureau prepare a table to indicate 
to what extent the existing CD-ROM products meet the recommendations set out in the relevant WIPO 
Standards. 

18. The Working Group further noted the following comments mainly given in addition to comments 
already presented in writing and included in the Annexes to project file PCIPIIP 994/94: 

Ad (a) OrGanization of Data 

A cumulative index covering all CD-ROMs should be made available to facilitate the 
searching of patent documents contained on a number of CD-ROMs. 

Ad (b) User Interface 

It was suggested that reference documents could be prepared to indicate the main technical 
features of existing and planned products of CD-ROM, e.g., compatibility issues relating to 
the handling of current products, readability on monitors, interface language, etc. The 
Working Group welcomed the offer of the EPO that it would provide such reference 
documents on MIMOSA. 

Ad (c) Software 

The software required to use CD-ROM should be able to work in the environments which are 
widely supported, e.g., MS-DOS and WINDOWS. 
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The hardware required to use CD-ROM should be standard and commonly available in order to 
avoid further investment on specialized products. 

Ad (e) frint 

(i) print capability depended on the type of CD-ROM product and the hardware 
to be used, 

(ii) CD-ROM should permit the user, at its choice, to print all of a document or 
particular sections, e.g, first page, drawings, etc. 

Ad (f) Downloading of data 

(i) all data on CD-ROM should be downloadable, 

(ii) the principle on internal use adopted by the Executive Coordination 
Committee of the PCIPI at its fifteenth session should be followed. 

Ad (g) Media quality 

(i) the lifetime of CD-ROM is normally long enough in comparison with the 
lifetime of the hardware which can read CD-ROM, 

(ii) the possibility of replacing defective or damaged CD-ROMs should be 
examined, 

(iii) in this regard, a distinction should be made between the responsibility of the providing 
office, e.g., defective products on their delivery, on the one hand, and the responsibility of 
the receiving office, e.g., damage owing to mishandling or incorrect storage, 

(iv) to minimize the rate of defective and damaged products, the quality control 
of CD-ROM products should be encouraged, 

(v) the responsibility ofthe providing office in respect ofthe long-term storage of data. 

Ad (h) Training/support 

Training courses at the request of the receiving office, possibly against the payment of fees, help 
desks and training manuals should be available. 
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Ad (i) Particular considerations for developing countries 

No comments were made. 

Other items to be added 

It was proposed to add two headings, i.e., frequency of publication and compatibility, in 
order to deal with the timely publication of new data and correction data, and because 
of the concern over the need for backward compatibility of software and the use of 
different types of equipment to read the same series ofCD-ROMs. 

19. In the light of rapid changes in the field of information technology and to enSure effective 
implementation ofthis Statement ofPrinciples, the Working Group agreed to call the attention of the 
PCIPIIEXEC to the need for continuously monitoring the progress made by the PCIPI members in 
changing over from conventional data carriers to electronic data carriers and recommended that further 
action in this regard be discussed. 

20. The Working Group agreed that the International Bureau prepare a draft Appendix to the 
Statement of Principles for distribution before the end of April 1995. 

NEXT SESSION OF THE WORKING GROUP 

21. The Working Group noted the scheduled date and the place ofits next session, namely: 

Geneva, May 15 to 19, 1995. 

22. The Working Group also noted that the adoption of the report ofthe PCIPIIEXEC would possibly 
take place on May 22, 1995. 

23. Ihi.s ~.was unanimously~ by 
~ Ylmking Qmuu at iu clnsing ~ QD 

Mmh 11. 122.S.. 

[Annexes follow] 
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LISTE DES PARTICIPANTS/ 
LIST OF PARTICIPANTS 

I. ETATS MEMBRES/MEMBER STATES 

(dans l'ordre aJphabetique des noms fran~s des Etatsl 
in the alphabetical order of the names in French of the States) 

ALLEMAGNFJGERMANY 

Wilfiied ANDERS, Head, Department of lnfonnation and Documentation, Utility Models and 
Topographies, Gennan Patent Office, Munich 

AUSTRALIEIAUSTRALIA 

William J. MAJOR, Director, Operational Review and Development, Australian Industrial Property 
Organisation, Woden 

CANADA 

Ray TA YLOR, Director, Automated Systems, Canadian Intellectual Property Office, Hull 

E. R YMEK, Director, lnfonnation Branch, Canadian Intellectual Property Office, Hull 

DANE MARK/DENMARK 

Helge I. RASMUSSEN, Head of Planning, Danish Patent Office, Taastrup 

Henrik DALL, Head of Infonnation Service, Danish Patent Office, Taastrup 

ESPAGNF/SPAIN 

Rosina V AZQUEZ DE PARGA (Sra.), Jefe del Area de Documentaci6n y Busqueda, 
Departamento de lnfonnadon Tecnologica, Oficina Espaiiola de Patentes y Marcas, 
Madrid 
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ETATS-UNIS D'AMERIQUFJUNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

John F. IERAPANE, Jr., Administrator for Search and Information Resources, Patent and 
Trademark Office, Washington, D.C. 

Wesley H. GEWEHR, Administrator for Information Dissemination, Patent and Trademark Office, 
Washington, D.C. 

Robert W. SAIFER, Director, International Liaison Staff, Patent and Trademark Office, 
Washington, D.C. 

Jane MYERS (Mrs.), Director, Office oflnformation Products Development, Patent and 
Trademark Office, Washington, D.C. 

Edmond RISHELL, International Exchanges and Standards Specialist, Patent and Trademark 
Office, Washington, D.C. 

Arthur F. PURCELL, International Project Specialist, Patent and Trademark Office, 
Washington, D.C. 

FEDERATION DE RUSSIFJRUSSIAN FEDERATION 

Alexandre KHODYREV, Deputy Chairman, Committee of the Russian Federation for Patents and 
Trademarks, Moscow 

FlNLANDFIFINLAND 

Juhani RAINESALO, Head, Patents, National Board ofPatents and Registration, Helsinki 

Juha REKOLA, Senior Examiner, National Board of Patents and Registration, Helsinki 

FRANCE 

Michele LYON (Mme), ingenieur en chef, Institut national de la propriete industrielle, Paris 

Alain CHAP ARD, chef de la Division de la documentation des publications et de I' action regionale, 
Institut national de la propriete industrielle, Paris 

HONGRlFJHUNGARY 

Mikl6s BENDZSEL, Vice-President, National Office of Inventions, Budapest 

Marta POSTEINER-TOLDI (Mrs.), Head ofDepartment, National Office oflnvenllons, Budapest 

JAPON/JAPAN 
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Shinjiro ONO, Director, Patent Information Planning Division, Japanese Patent Office, Tokyo 

Norifumi KOBA YASID, Section Chief, Patent Information Policy Planning Division, Japanese 
Patent Office, Tokyo 

Akira FUnSIDRO, Assistant Manager, Computer Facility Division, Japan Patent Information 
Organization, Tokyo 

MEXIOUFJMEXICO 

Juan PONCE, Technical Directorate, Mexican Institute of Industrial Property, Mexico 

NORVEGFJNORWAY 

Per Einar LILLEJORDET, Head of Patent Division, Norwegian Patent Office, Oslo 

Jon SVEINUNGSEN, Assistant Director General, Norwegian Patent Office, Oslo 

PAYS-BASINEUIERLANPS 

Siep de VRIES, Head, Chemical Division, Netherlands Patent Office, Rijswijk 

POLOGNF/POLANP 

Maria JURCZAKOWSKA (Mrs.), Director oflnformatics Department, Patent Office ofthe 
Republic ofPoland, Warsaw 

PORTUGAL 

Maria Luisa ARAlJJO (Mrs.), Head of Information and Dissemination Division, National Institute 
of Industrial Property, Lisbon 

Luisa Maria MODESTO (Mrs.), Head of Division, Patent Department, National Institute of 
Industrial Property, Lisbon 

REPlillLIQUE TCHEQUF/CZEC'"~ "lEPUBLJC 

Karel CADA, Vice President, Industrial Property Office, Prague 
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David BARFORD, Principal Examiner, Intellectual Property Policy Directorate, The Patent Office, 
Newport 

SLOVENIFJSLOVENIA 

David SA VNIK. Senior Adviser, Slovenian Intellectual Property Office, Ljubljana 

Janez KRAUIC, Assistant Director, Slovenian Intellectual Property Office, Ljubljana 

SUEDFJSWEDEN 

Kerstin BERGSTROM (Mrs.), Head, Documentation Division, Swedish Patent and Registration 
Office, Stockholm 

SUISSEISWITZERLANP 

Valerio CANDOLFI, chef de la Section information de brevets, Office federal de la propriete 
intellectuelle, Berne 

11. ORGANISATION MEMBREIMEMBER ORGANIZATION 

OFFICE EUROPEEN DES BREVETS (OEB)IEURQPEAN PATENT OFFICE (EPO) 

Herwig PAUWELS, Director, Production Documentation, Directorate General 1, Rijswijk, 
Netherlands 

Ill. ORGANISATIONS OBSERVATRICES/OBSERVER ORGANIZATIONS 

GROUPE DE DOCUMENTATION SUR LES BREVETS (PDG)IPATENT 
DOCUMENTATION GROUP (PDG) 

Siegfried E. HAHNEMANN, Member, Patent Documentation Group, Ludwigshafen, Germany 

WORLD PATENT INFORMATION 

Vincent S. DODD, Editor-in-Chief, World Patent Information, Cuffley, United Kingdom 

President/Chairman: 

Vice-president/ 
Vice-Chairman: 

Secretaire/Secretary: 
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IV. BUREAU/OFFICERS 

Michele LYON (Mme) (France) 

Ray TA YLOR (Canada) 

William M. GUY (OMPIIWIPO) 

V. BUREAU INTERNATIONAL DE L'ORGANISA TION MONDIALE DE LA PROPRIETE 
INTELLECTUELLE (OMPI)IINfERNATIONAL BUREAU 

OF THE WORLD INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY ORGANIZATION (WIPO) 

Division de )'information en matiere de propriete industrielle/Industrial Property Information 
Division: Yo TAKAGI (directeur/Director); William GUY (chef de la Section des projets 
speciaux/Head, Special Projects Section). 

[L'annexe ll suit/ Annex 11 follows] 
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AGENDA 

1. Opening of the session 

2. Adoption of the agenda 
See the present document. 

3. Presentations by the United States Patent and Trademark Office of, and guided 
visit to, its computerized operations 

4. Elaboration of a WIPO Standard concerning data carriers for the exchange of 
patent documents (Elaboration of a WIPO "Statement ofPrinciples" concerning 
the changeover to electronic data carriers for the exchange of patent 
documents.) 

See project file PCIPIIP 994/94 Rev.l and 2. 

5. Adoption of the report of the session 

6. Closing of the session 

Paragravbs 

3 

6 

8 

9- 19 

22 

[Annex Ill follows] 
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DRAFf STATEMENT OF PRINCIPLES CONCERNING 
THE CHANGEOVER TO ELECTRONIC DATA CARRIERS 

FOR THE EXCHANGE OF PATENT DOCUMENTS 

Text approved by the ad hoc Working Group 
on the Management of Industrial Property Worrnation 

I. As a result of recent developments in the field of electronic data processing, a gradual and 

non-reversible shift is being observed worldwide in data carriers used for the exchange of 

information from paper, microfiches and microfilms to electronic means. The patent community is 

not excluded from this trend in that, at present, many countries are already using, or plan to use in 

the near future, electronic data carriers, inl« .alia, CD-ROM, for the exchange of patent 

documents. 

2. Historically, exchange of patent documents has been agreed on a bilateral basis and without 

charge. Where possible, choice of data carrier has been met. 

3. The larger offices, which produce the bulk of the world's patent documents, are finding that 

the cost of disseminating patent documents on conventional carriers is becoming prohibitive. The 

logistical difficulties involved in delivering this great bulk of material are also becoming a problem 

and wasteful of both human and natural resources. 

4. All offices are faced with the logistical and space problems associated with the storage of 

and retrieval from huge and rapidly growing files stored on conventional data carriers. 

5. Fortunately, technology advances are providing an expanding list of alternatives to help the 

patent community cope with these problems. The storage capabilities of electronic data carriers 

are continually increasing. New and more efficient text search engines have recently been 

~,/ 
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developed. In addition, advances in telecommunications already allow for the transmission of 

information (both text and image) almost instantaneously, anywhere in the world. Realizing that 

patent offices have helped to create these emerging technologies through the patenting process, 

a concerted effort to take full advantage of them should be made in order to solve the problems 

that face the patent community. 

6. The advantages of using electronic data carriers for patent document exchange are 

recognized, in particular, in the case of CD-ROM the obvious cost benefits and the large decrease 

in the physical size ofthe collection. However, it is also recognized that there are currently 

disadvantages, in particular, in the case ofCD-ROM the difficulty of a swift and inexpensive 

replacement of classified collections in paper form by those on CD-ROM and the current 

non-availability ofuniversaJiy established efficient means of printing of documents from 

CD-ROM. The problem oflibrary access to data stored on CD-ROM is also currently a concern. 

Need for Internationally Agreed Principles 

7. The need to establish a multilateral framework of principles concerning the timing and the 

implementation of a replacement of conventional data carriers by electronic data carriers, e.g., 

CD-ROM, should be underlined. This will serve to create a favorable climate for assuring the 

successful exchange of patent documents which is an important basis for strengthening the role of 

the patent system and, for this purpose, will serve to promote the early and successful conclusion 

of effective bilateral agreements on the exchange of patent documents. 

General Principles 

8. Exchange of~ patent documents would as a general principle remain free of charge. 

To encourage the conclusion of effective and mutually beneficial agreements on the use of 

electronic data carriers for this exchange of patent documents, it is recommended that, in 
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concluding the agreement, offices should attempt to take account of the advantages and 

disadvantages of the use of electronic data carriers to both the providing office and the receiving 

office. 

9. All offices should be committed to continued efforts, e.g., a reduction of the number of sets 

of paper documents to be exchanged between offices, for the complete and eventual replacement 

of documents on paper, microfiche, microfilm and other conventional data carriers by electronic 

data carriers, e.g., CD-ROM. 

Principles on Timini 

10. All offices which receive multiple sets of patent documents via bilateral exchange from a 

providing office on conventional data carriers should take steps immediately to reduce, as soon as 

practicable, that number to a single set, and be prepared to accept any additional sets in electronic 

format. 

11. All offices should in principle be prepared, at the latest by the year 2000, to accept the 

changeover to electronic data carriers if the providing office so desires and provided that the 

guidelines set forth in the Appendix/ Appendices to this document have been followed, unless the 

offices bilaterally agree to other guidelines. 

12. For the offices currently. receiving multiple sets under bilateral exchange agreements on a 

conventional carrier, prior to the year 2000 and at a time the providing office produces patent 

data in electronic format which complies with the guidelines set forth in the Appendix/ Appendices 

to this document or other bilaterally agreed guidelines, the providing office, as a general rule, will 

provide one exchange copy of patent documents on a conventional data carrier. If receiving 

offices still desire to continue receiving more than one set of patent documents on conventional 

data carriers, then the providing office may recover the cost of producing and delivering 

g- additional set!' of documents on a conventional data carrier. 
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13. Beginning from the year 2000, if receiving offices still desire to continue receiving patent 

documents on a conventional data carrier, then the providing office may recover the cost of 

producing and delivering documents on a conventional data carrier. 

Principle on Assistance 

14. Due consideration should be given to the additional cost having to be borne by receiving 

offices in changing over to new electronic data carriers, for instance, by means of technical 

assistance to such offices being furnished by providing offices. Offices producing data in . 

electronic format will strive to develop these data in a manner which facilitates their use by 

receiving offices. The providing offices also will strive to provide information and other available 

assistance to facilitate this use. 

Principle on Technical Aspects 

15. All guidelines set out in the Appendix/Appendices to this document should be followed 

unless the parties bilaterally agree to other guidelines. 

Date of implementation 

16. This Statement ofPrinciples shall be implemented on January I, 1996, and should be 

reviewed for possible revision no later than the year 2000. 

[End of Annex Ill and of document] 
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